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Everything archivists need to manage and showcase precious materials

Eloquent Archives enables archivists to build their database of legal and historical material, both physical and digital, and express it online for public viewing, while effectively managing workflow from accessioning to requests.


Get StartedGet in Touch






















Create a dynamic resource














This mobile-friendly, browser-agnostic archives management solution has all the powerful features you expect, plus it allows you to quickly go public with your most interesting collections and offer material about current and future events to attract public interest—making your archives a dynamic resource.



Get in touch with a product expert












Comprehensive archives management system that enhances everything from accessioning to online public access

Process a backlog of accessions quickly, describe materials meeting professional standards, include all types of digital assets, manage and monitor research requests, track and retrieve from storage, and make the public access window part of your organizational website.














Effective Stewardship of all Materials

Leverage the value of having only one place to store and manage all your archives; no matter what media type or security level.














Single Venue, Expanded Discovery

Offer access to archival materials via a seamless extension of your website; include an auto-published historical timeline that enables users to click links that drop them off in your live database, where they can discover additional and related material.














Your Archives Should be a Dynamic Resource

Include material about current and future events—attract and build public interest, and make archives come alive for stakeholders.




















Historical timeline

Enter pictures and event descriptions to a timeline and link these records to any number of related descriptive records. This publishing process creates an attractive timeline and posts it on the Internet. Users can scroll up and down the events and links you include will take them to related items in your database; this process can be scheduled to auto-publish weekly.




































Membership module

Researchers can register themselves as members with a unique name, email and password; they then log in for a wide variety of additional privileges, including viewing account status, entering requests directly into the database, tagging photographs and commenting on descriptive records (crowdsourcing). All of this activity can be screened by a moderator.













Digital rendering

Clients use a mobile device or desktop computer and their favorite browser to render all the digital content in your collections, no matter the type – audio, photos, video, flip books, large maps and drawings, eBooks, PDFs, websites, and more.



















Our team of experts can answer your specific questions, evaluate your needs and show you what Eloquent Archives can do for you or put you into a better fitting solution.


Get the conversation started















Research management
Record and track requests researchers send to your archives. Maintain demographic information on researchers, and link requests and supporting materials with requesters. Respond to and track freedom of information (FOI) requests.










EAD export
Export descriptive records in EAD/XML format for import into another system. Exported records are ready to load into a library system or other federated archives database, and link back to the Eloquent Archives database for access to the lower levels. Researchers in those systems will enjoy seamless access to your Eloquent Archives database, where they can navigate to all related material as well as conduct additional searches.













Technical support… unparalleled and included













Our team of helpful technical experts is available around the clock to solve your technical problems and provide exceptional customer service, 24/7/365.












Download a Datasheet













Data sheets
Detailed product information – you can even share it with your IT department


download data sheet












Looking for more information about Eloquent Archives? Get in Touch!































Integrated Library systems



SydneyEnterprise
Large, multinational, multibranch



GeniePlus
ILS essentials for agile libraries



Knowledge Management



Inmagic Presto
Web-based KM, Social KM



PrestoWorks
Next generation knowledge curation



Inmagic DB/TextWorks
Flexible textbase KM






Museum Collections Management



Argus
Software for forward thinking museums



Archives Collections Management



ArchivEra
Software for innovative archives



CuadraSTAR SKCA
Software for integrated efficient archives



Eloquent Archives
Public facing, dynamic archives






Electronic Resource Management



Lookup Precision
Tools for online resource administrators



Eloquent Records
Dynamic tools for records managers



Hosting service
Enjoy all of the benefits of your Lucidea solution with secure, reliable, stress free hosting



Learn more



Programs & incentives
No matter your size or budget, we’ve got you covered, today and tomorrow



Learn more
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Resources

Read and learn from success stories, white papers, eBooks, primers, and datasheets











Think Clearly Blog

Enjoy educational and thought-provoking posts authored by sector experts











Events

Visit us at an upcoming conference; join us for a live webinar; view webinars on demand











Grants Directory

Find the right grant opportunity for your institution
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Our Story

Who we are and what we do
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Press Room

Latest Lucidea news











Our Partners

Our network of certified resellers











Careers

Join our team and love what you do
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PROGRAMS & INCENTIVES




No matter your size or budget, we’ve got you covered



Integrated Library Systems




SydneyEnterprise 
Large, multinational or multibranch

GeniePlus
ILS essentials for agile libraries




Knowledge Management




Inmagic Presto 
Web-based KM, Social KM

PrestoWorks 
Next Generation Knowledge Curation

Inmagic DB/TextWorks
Flexible Textbase KM







Museum Collections Management




Argus
Forward-Thinking Museums




Archives Collections Management




ArchivEra 
Innovative Archives

CuadraSTAR SKCA
Integrated, efficient archives 

Eloquent Archives
Public-facing, dynamic archives




Electronic Resources Management




LookUp Precision
Online Resource Administrators 

Eloquent Records
Record Managers







Resources




Resources
Everything you need to better understand Lucidea's solutions

Events
Join us for an upcoming webinar or at a trade show

Think Clearly Blog
Educational and thought provoking posts







Get in Touch




Contact Us

Technical Support
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Manage Cookie Consent










We use cookies to make your interactions with our website more meaningful. Some cookies are necessary for our website to function properly. Other cookies are optional and help personalize your experience, including advertising and analytics. For more information, check out our Cookie Policy.







Functional



Functional

Always active							






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.








Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes
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Manage Cookie Consent










We use cookies to optimize our website and our service.
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Always active							






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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Manage consent
Manage consent



Pin It on Pinterest







		































































